Tarot Time: turning my Google Assistant into a tarot reader in under a day. Tips and tricks I learned creating my first Action for the Google Assistant playing around with Actions on Google, Dialogflow, and tarot cards. July 19, 2018. Move Mirror: an AI Experiment.

Email. Facebook. Whatsapp. Pinterest. Twitter. Advertisement. Using voice control in your life isnâ€™t science fiction. If you know the right â€œOK Googleâ€ voice commands to say to Google Assistant, it can make your life better in ways youâ€™ve never imagined. In this article, weâ€™re going to take a walk through the typical day of a Google Assistant power user. Youâ€™ll see how Google Assistant can streamline your whole day. Youâ€™ll learn how it can remove daily annoyances from your life, and how it can even improve your relationships. Google Expeditions allows a teacher to guide students through collections of 360° scenes and 3D objects, pointing out interesting sites and artifacts along the way. With the Expeditions app, classrooms have no boundaries. With VR and AR, teachers are no longer limited by the space of the classroom. VR lets you explore the world virtually while AR brings abstract concepts to life, allowing teachers to guide students through collections of 360° scenes and 3D objects, pointing out interesting sites and artifacts along the way.